PUBLIC ARTS COMMISSION
REGULAR MEETING
July 16, 2021
AGENDA
I.

CALL TO ORDER
8:30 a.m. via zoom

II.

ADDITIONS TO THE AGENDA

III.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES
Public Arts Commission regular meeting of May 21, 2021
{The June meeting was canceled at the last minute due to Juneteenth}

IV.

PUBLIC FORUM

V.

LIAISON REPORTS
x Council Liaison – Stephen Jensen
x Community Development Liaison – Aaron Anderson
x APRC Liaison – Jim Lewis

VI.

NEW BUSINESS
Truth to Power Mural presentation

VII.

OTHER BUSINESS
Say Their Names Coalition - update

VIII.

PAC WORKPLAN
a. Hub Artwork – Contract has been completed

IX.

PROJECT UPDATES
a. Masterworks Plaques – Status Update

X.

GOALS AND ACTION ITEMS
a. The Power of Public Art Presentation Complete!
(Reflection and plans moving forward)
b. Descriptions of 9 Public Art Works – These descriptions are to add to the Story Map (see
attachment by Peter Finkle)
c. Public Art List – (creation of a new platform) – Status Update
d. Brainstorm: Promoting Art in Ashland and Connecting with Community
i. What Are Ways to Bring Public Art into a Community Dialogue?
ii. How do we: Get People Excited About Art, Connect with Communities, and Promote and
Educate?

XI.

ADJOURNMENT
Next Meeting: July 16, 2021

XII.

ATTACHMENTS
Minutes from May 21, 2021 meeting
Truth To Power presentation
Peter Finkle art descriptions

In compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act, if you need special assistance to participate in this meeting, please contact the
Community Development office at 541-488-5305 (TTY phone is 1-800-735-2900). Notification 48 hours prior to the meeting will enable the
City to make reasonable arrangements to ensure accessibility to the meeting (28 CFR 35.102-35.104 ADA Title 1).

PUBLIC ARTS COMMISSION
REGULAR MEETING
MINUTES - Draft
May 21, 2021
I.
CALL TO ORDER
Chair Jennifer Longshore called the meeting to order at 8:30 a.m. via Zoom.
Commissioners Present:
Laura Bloom
Jennifer Longshore
Cassie Preskenis
Stanley Smith
Destiny Young
Absent Members:

Staff Present:
Aaron Anderson, Associate Planner
APRC Liaison:
Jim Lewis, absent
Council Liaison:
Stephen Jensen
Members of the Public:
Peter Finkle
Joel Frank
Ken Engelund

II.
ADDITIONS TO THE AGENDA
Chair Longshore added Other Public Art – identified by Peter Finkle to the agenda under DISCUSS FUTURE GOALS
AND ACTION ITEMS.
III.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES
Public Arts Commission regular meeting of April 16, 2021

Chair Longshore made a correction to page 2, the third paragraph, 3rd sentence, to now read, “Commissioner Friend
and Longshore suggested the Coalition have the artists meet with the PAC to ensure each project was viable then
create a citizen selection panel who would set parameters for the project and decide,” to, “Chair Longshore
thought the Coalition could meet informally with commission members to discuss and review the code, AMC
2.29.130 Guidelines for recommendation by the Commission and 2.29.140 Standards for the Ashland Public Art
Collection to ensure the artwork was viable.”
Commissioner Bloom/Preskenis m/s to approve the minutes as corrected. Vote: ALL AYES. Motion passed.
IV.
PUBLIC FORUM
Joel Frank/Explained he was interested in joining the Commission. He introduced himself and shared his experience with
public art.
Ken Engelund/Also was interested in joining the Commission. He introduced himself and shared his experience with
public art.
V.

ELECTION OF OFFICERS
Pursuant to AMC 2.10.050 “At its first meeting following the appointment or reappointment of members each
year, the advisory commission or board shall elect a chair and a vice-chair who shall hold office at the pleasure
of the advisory body.”
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Commissioner Smith/Bloom m/s to nominate Commissioner Longshore as Chair. Vote: ALL AYES. Motion
passed.
Commissioner Smith/Longshore m/s to nominate Commissioner Smith as Vice Chair. Vote: ALL AYES. Motion
passed.
VI.

LIAISON REPORTS AND WELCOME NEW MEMBERS
x The new commissioners were introduced. Each summarized their background and experience.

x Council Liaison – Stephen Jensen
Councilor Jensen provided a brief update about council items including codifying the advisory commission appointment
process.
x Community Development Liaison – Aaron Anderson
VII.

OTHER BUSINESS - None

VIII.

PAC WORKPLAN
x Hub Artwork – status update.
Mr. Anderson explained the contract was in process and expected to be completed in a few weeks. Chair Longshore
added that Jennifer Corio had engaged the services of an engineer. She clarified where the sculpture would go in Railroad
Park. She went on to provide additional detail on the development of the Chinese script and wording.
IX.

PROJECT UPDATES
x Masterworks Plaques – Status Update.
Mr. Anderson explained Masterworks received payment and the project was now progressing to the next phase. He did
not expect a significant update for several months. Installation would be complete by spring of 2022.
x

The Power of Public Art Presentation
i. Need to establish date, time, and review logistics
Chair Longshore proposed having a special meeting on the Power of Public Art presentation. The Commission agreed to
have the meeting June 17, 2021 at 4:00 p.m.
Commissioner Preskenis/Young m/s to have a presentation of the Power of Public Art at 4:00 p.m. on June 17,
2021. Vote: ALL AYES. Motion passed.
X.

DISCUSS FUTURE GOALS AND ACTION ITEMS
x Other Public Art – identified by Peter Finkle
Chair Longshore listed art pieces not on the GIS story map. The Commission had a general discussion and noted the
lack of a comprehensive inventory of all City art.
Commissioner Longshore/Smith m/s to include the two art pieces and the three Ashland signs into the City GIS
story map. Vote: ALL AYES. Motion passed.
Commissioner Smith and Bloom volunteered to create an inventory of public art.
x Review the Powers and Duties of the PAC
Chair Longshore provided an overview of the primary goals as listed in the current strategic plan and the overall duties of
the Public Arts commission.
Chair Longshore and Vice Chair Smith provided a summary and background on the MAP project. The Commission
discussed the funding implications of other public arts projects if the MAP project continued to the other three historic
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districts. They also discussed how long it may take to complete the project.
The Commission was looking forward to working with the ‘Say Their Names” Coalition when they brought their final project
forward.
Chair Longshore noted the celebrations around the final installation of the HUB sculpture would be a great opportunity for
public engagement.
The Commission had a brief discussion about orientation and onboarding for new commissioners.
XI.
ADJOURNMENT
Meeting adjourned 9:41 a.m.
Next Meeting: June 18, 2021
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Verbal Presentation:
In addition to transforming a long, empty wall into a beautiful display of color, images, and
words for AHS and the larger Ashland community, this mural’s main contribution will come
from its content and meaning. This mural will honor and celebrate the life of Aidan Ellison;
highlight the many contributions of Black, Indigenous, and People of Color (BIPOC) in our
Valley; remind Ashland of its antiracist responsibilities; and create a more inviting, inclusive
space for BIPOC. We aim not only to remind our community of the senseless death of Aidan
Ellison and encourage ourselves to do better, but also to honor the work of influential BIPOC
community members and educate Ashland about their legacies.
Contributors to the mural have included white and BIPOC people, teenagers and adults, and when
possible, the subjects of the mural themselves. We are implementing this mural through a
committee of both teens and adults, white and BIPOC folk, to design, paint, and communicate
the intent of the mural. We hope to help the Ashland community shift from passive, superficial
understandings of racism to actively antiracist value systems and behaviors. We want to educate
the community, stimulate conversation, catalyze energetic compassion, and showcase the
importance of our subjects’ work.

The mural itself will be multi-faceted.
1) The BIPOC Celebration Mural will apply many different textures, arts, and styles. The
mural will hold many different textures, arts, and styles. It will not only portray a vibrant
visual, with colorful frames surrounding the portraits of the individuals pictured, and a
brightly colored background, but also a collage of words in the form of quotes written in
the mural and plaques (describing the individuals portrayed in the mural) to educate
individuals passing by and to further the impact of the art.
The mural design is composed of seven portraits of BIPOC individuals whose legacies
hold importance to the local community. These portraits include (from left to right):
Ɣ Winona LaDuke - Indigenous environmentalist, economist, activist and
author from the Ojibwe Nation of Minnesota. First Green Party candidate
to receive an electoral vote
Ɣ Wilida Imarisha - African American writer, activist, educator and spoken
word artist
Ɣ Tehlor Kay Mejia - First Gen. Mexican-American and LGBTQ author
who grew up in Ashland
Ɣ Agnes Baker Pilgrim (Grandma Aggie) - Indigenous spiritual leader from
the Takelma and Siletz Tribes in Grants Pass

Ɣ Michelle Alexander -African American author of The New Jim Crow and
AHS alum
Ɣ Gina DuQuenne - Ashland City Council member, Co-founder of SO
Equity
Ɣ Lawson Fusao Inada - Japanese American poet, 5th poet laureate of the
state of Oregon
Ɣ Aidan Ellison - Former AHS student whose life and memory this mural
seeks to honor.
Aidan’s portrait has an oval shape surrounding it and the rest have frames around them.
These shapes help create distinction between each subject and their individual
accomplishments. Draping around the surrounding wall and weaving between the
portraits are large colored swirls and swoops. These bright lines give the mural a colorful
and bright tone that symbolizes the celebration of the subject’s lives as well as act as a
way to tie the whole design together.
2) The objective of this mural also extends the influence on the high school's community,
not only by creating a safe space for BIPOC in accompaniment with the workshops and
lessons we've done this year, but also within the social dynamics of the majority white
student and staff population. We see it as imperative to initiate discussions of antiracism
within our student body, and this mural encourages people to continue those
conversations. Hopefully, it will also signal to prospective new hires who identify as
BIPOC that the Ashland School District is serious about our EDI mission.
3) Its location would not only be visible to the Ashland high school community, but to the
Ashland community at large. Everyone sees this wall for one reason or another because it
is next to Ashland High School’s trophy wall, band room, gym, as well as facing
mountain avenue. The geographical location of the wall allows a wide variety of people
to view the mural. This location demonstrates that our generation can make a more
beautiful world, and that we must begin our work in confronting bias, learning about
race, and creating a more equitable environment. At the same time, the location reminds
the broader community that it is not our responsibility alone; the conversations and
change the mural seeks to inspire are a collective effort.

This mural will help bring these conversations to the surface and make clear that both Ashland
and Ashland High School are places to honor the necessity for inclusivity for students of every
marginalized group, and emphasize that we are stronger together. The communal effort to make
this mural will produce an outcome that reflects the values that AHS is working to embody while pushing the school to continue its efforts with renewed vigor and reflection.
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öǕöƞġŭġƦƦ͇śŸǛ͇öƞƴ͇öŭĚŊŭƦƛŊƞöƴŊŸŭĻŸƞƴńġƛƼƞƛŸƦġŸĻƼƛŢŊĻƴŊŭļŸƼƞƦńöƞġĚńƼūöŭŊƴǛ͌ͪ
͡ ġēēömöƞŸŊ͇ƦƦŊƦƴöŭƴ§ƞŊŭēŊƛöŢöŭĚ²ŊƴġĚūŊŭŊƦƴƞöƴŸƞĻŸƞ0ƝƼŊƴǛ͇(ŊǔġƞƦŊƴǛ͇öŭĚXŭēŢƼƦŊŸŭ

²ƴöƴġūġŭƴƦŸĻ²ƼƛƛŸƞƴĻƞŸūŸƼƞ!ŸūūƼŭŊƴǛ
ͩÀńġƦńŢöŭĚ²ēńŸŸŢƦIŸƼŭĚöƴŊŸŭ͛²I͜ŊƦńöƛƛǛ
ƴŸƦƼƛƛŸƞƴƴńġR²ÀƞƼƴńƴŸ§ŸǕġƞ!ŢƼĒͬƦ X§!
!ġŢġĒƞöƴŊŸŭwƼƞöŢǕŊƴńŸŭġŸĻŸƼƞXūƛöēƴJƞöŭƴƦ͌
²IġŭēŸƼƞöļġƦġĚƼēöƴŸƞƦƴŸǕŸƞŞǕŊƴńƦƴƼĚġŭƴƦ
ŸŭŊūƛöēƴĻƼŢƛƞŸśġēƴƦ͇ŢŊŞġƴńŊƦūƼƞöŢ͇ƴńöƴŊŭƦƛŊƞġ
ƦƴƼĚġŭƴƦƴŸŢġöƞŭ͇ļƞŸǕ͇öŭĚēńöŢŢġŭļġƴńġūƦġŢǔġƦ͌
ÀńġūƼƞöŢƛƞŸśġēƴǕŊŢŢńġŢƛƦƴƼĚġŭƴƦŢġöƞŭƴŸ
ēŸŭĻƞŸŭƴƞöēŊƦūöŭĚńŸŭŸƞŢġöĚġƞƦĻƞŸūŸƼƞ
ŢŸēöŢ X§!ēŸūūƼŭŊƴǛ͌àġöƞġƛƞŸƼĚƴŸĒġ
ƛöƞƴŸĻƴńŊƦŊūƛŸƞƴöŭƴǕŸƞŞŸĻöƞƴ͌ͪ
͡²ƼƦöŭ öēŸŭ͇ƦńŢöŭĚ²ēńŸŸŢƦIŸƼŭĚöƴŊŸŭ

ͩƦöŢŸēöŢĒƼƦŊŭġƦƦŸǕŭġƞŭġöƞƦńŢöŭĚRŊļń
²ēńŸŸŢ͇XöūŊŭĻƼŢŢƦƼƛƛŸƞƴŸĻƴńġ X§!
!ġŢġĒƞöƴŊŸŭūƼƞöŢöƴR²͌XƴǕŊŢŢĒġöŭŊūƛŸƞƴöŭƴ
ēŸŭƴƞŊĒƼƴŊŸŭƴŸƴńġēŸūūƼŭŊƴǛƦƴöŭēġŸŭ
öŭƴŊ͡ƞöēŊƦūŊŭƦńŢöŭĚ͌ͪ
͡(ƼƦƴŊŭàöǛ͇Ǖŭġƞ͇ªŸļƼġßöŢŢġǛªŸöƦƴŊŭļ!Ÿ͌

²ƴöƴġūġŭƴƦŸĻ²ƼƛƛŸƞƴĻƞŸūŸƼƞ!ŸūūƼŭŊƴǛ

͙ŭġƦƴ͚

²ƴöƴġūġŭƴƦŸĻ²ƼƛƛŸƞƴĻƞŸūŸƼƞ!ŸūūƼŭŊƴǛ

wƼƞöŢƦöƞġöǕöǛƴŸēŸūūƼŭŊēöƴġöŭĚĒƞŊŭļ
ēƼŢƴƼƞöŢöŭĚƦŸēŊöŢŊƦƦƼġƦƴŸŢŊļńƴöŭĚƴńŊƦūƼƞöŢ
ǕŊŢŢöŢŢŸǕĚŊĻĻġƞġŭƴĒŊƛŸēǔŸŊēġƦƴŸĒġńġöƞĚ͌X
ĒġŢŊġǔġƴńġūƼƞöŢŊƦöŭŊūƛŸƞƴöŭƴƦƴġƛƴŸǕöƞĚƦ
ēƞġöƴŊŭļöūŸƞġƞöēŊöŢŢǛöǕöƞġēŸūūƼŭŊƴǛ͌Ʀö
ƛŸē͇XĒġŢŊġǔġƴńġūƼƞöŢǕŊŢŢöŢƦŸńġŢƛūġöŭĚ
ŸƴńġƞƦŢŊŞġūġĻġġŢūŸƞġƦöĻġöŭĚǕġŢēŸūġĚ͌
͡²öƞöńXū͇ƦńŢöŭĚRŊļń²ēńŸŸŢ²ƴƼĚġŭƴ

͙ƦƴƼĚġŭƴ͚

²ƴöƴġūġŭƴƦŸĻ²ƼƛƛŸƞƴĻƞŸūŸƼƞ!ŸūūƼŭŊƴǛ
ͩXġŭƴńƼƦŊöƦƴŊēöŢŢǛƦƼƛƛŸƞƴƴńġūƼƞöŢƛƞŸśġēƴēƞġöƴġĚöŭĚŸƞļöŭŊǥġĚĒǛŸƼƞŸǕŭƦńŢöŭĚRŊļń²ēńŸŸŢ
ƦƴƼĚġŭƴƦŊŭƴńġÀƞƼƴńƴŸ§ŸǕġƞ!ŢƼĒ͌ÀńġūƼƞöŢǕŊŢŢöĚĚŢŊĻġöŭĚƛƼƞƛŸƦġƴŸƴńġƦƛöēġĒǛǔŊĒƞöŭƴŢǛ
ƦńŸǕēöƦŊŭļŊūƛŸƞƴöŭƴ X§!ŢġöĚġƞƦĻƞŸūŸƼƞēŸūūƼŭŊƴǛöŭĚöŢƦŸöƦöūġūŸƞŊöŢƴŸöĻŸƞūġƞR²ƦƴƼĚġŭƴ͇
ŊĚöŭ0ŢŢŊƦŸŭ͇ǕńŸǕöƦŞŊŢŢġĚƴńŊƦƦēńŸŸŢǛġöƞŊŭöƴƞöļŊēġǔġŭƴƴńöƴƦńŸŸŞŸƼƞƞġļŊŸŭöŭĚĒƞŸƼļńƴƼƦƴŸļġƴńġƞ
ǕŊƴńĻƼƞƴńġƞƞġƦŸŢǔġƴŸēŸūūŊƴƴŸöēƴŊǔġöŭƴŊ͡ƞöēŊƦūĻŸƞŸƼƞƦġŢǔġƦöŭĚŸƼƞēŸūūƼŭŊƴǛ͌ X§!ŢġöĚġƞƦńöǔġ
ŢŸŭļńöĚöƛŸƦŊƴŊǔġŊūƛöēƴŸŭŢŊĻġŊŭƦńŢöŭĚöŭĚƴńŊƦūƼƞöŢǕŊŢŢġĚƼēöƴġöŭĚŊŭƦƛŊƞġŸƴńġƞƦƴŸƦƴġƛƼƛŊŭƴŸ
ƴńġŭġǚƴļġŭġƞöƴŊŸŭŸĻƴŸƞēńĒġöƞġƞƦƴŸŢŊļńƴƴńġǕöǛƴŸöĒġƴƴġƞĻƼƴƼƞġŸĻŊŭēŢƼƦŊǔŊƴǛ͇ūƼƴƼöŢƞġƦƛġēƴ͇öŭĚ
ēŸūūŸŭĻġŢŢŸǕƦńŊƛĻŸƞöŢŢƛġŸƛŢġ͌ͪ
͡ŭĚƞġöÀŸǕŭƦġŭĚ͇²(ĚūŊŭŊƦƴƞöƴŸƞĻŸƞ0ƝƼŊƴǛ͇(ŊǔġƞƦŊƴǛ͇öŭĚXŭēŢƼƦŊŸŭ

²ƴöƴġūġŭƴƦŸĻ²ƼƛƛŸƞƴĻƞŸūŸƼƞ!ŸūūƼŭŊƴǛ
(ġöƞƦńŢöŭĚ§ƼĒŢŊēƞƴƦ!ŸūūŊƦƦŊŸŭġƞƦ͇
XöūǕƞŊƴŊŭļƴŸǛŸƼƴŸĚöǛŊŭūǛƞŸŢġƦöƦöēŊƴŊǥġŭ͇ƛöƞġŭƴŸĻ̈ēńŊŢĚƞġŭ͇ġĚƼēöƴŸƞ͇ēŸƼŭƦġŢŸƞ͇öĚǔŸēöƴġ͇öŭĚƛġƞƦŸŭŸĻēŸŢŸƞ
ŢŊǔŊŭļŊŭƦńŢöŭĚƴŸŢġŭĚƦƼƛƛŸƞƴƴŸƴńġƦńŢöŭĚRŊļń²ēńŸŸŢÀƞƼƴńƴŸ§ŸǕġƞēŢƼĒöŭĚƴńġŊƞġĻĻŸƞƴƦƴŸēƞġöƴġöRŸŭŸƞŊŭļ X§!
ūƼƞöŢöƴR²͌!ġƞƴöŊŭŢǛ͇öƞƴ͛öŭĚŢŸēöŢöƞƴ͜ńöƦĒġġŭŊŭƴġƞǕŸǔġŭǕŊƴńƦŸēŊöŢśƼƦƴŊēġūŸǔġūġŭƴƦĻŸƞƦŸūġƴŊūġöŭĚXĒġŢŊġǔġƴńŊƦ
ūƼƞöŢƞġƛƞġƦġŭƴƦöŭŸƴńġƞŸƛƛŸƞƴƼŭŊƴǛĻŸƞƴńġƦńŢöŭĚēŸūūƼŭŊƴǛƴŸǔŊƦŊĒŢǛūöŭŊĻġƦƴŸƼƞǔöŢƼġƦŸĻƞöēŊöŢöǕöƞġŭġƦƦ͇
ŊŭƴġŭƴŊŸŭöŢŊŭēŢƼƦŊǔŊƴǛ͇ƦŸēŊöŢśƼƦƴŊēġ͒öŭƴŊ͡ŸƛƛƞġƦƦŊŸŭǕŸƞŞöŭĚēŸūūƼŭŊƴǛ͡ĒƼŊŢĚŊŭļ͌IƼƞƴńġƞūŸƞġ͇ƴńġŸƛƛŸƞƴƼŭŊƴǛƴŸńöǔġ
ƴńŊƦǕŸƞŞƛƞŸĚƼēġĚĒǛƦńŢöŭĚƦƴƼĚġŭƴƦöŭĚļŊǔġŭöƛġƞūöŭġŭƴńŸūġöƴR²ŊƦöƛŸǕġƞĻƼŢƦǛūĒŸŢŸĻńŸƛġöŭĚŸƛƴŊūŊƦūĻŸƞ
ŸƼƞĻƼƴƼƞġ͌XƴŊƦöƦńŊŭŊŭļġǚöūƛŢġŸĻńŸǕŸƼƞǛŸƼƴńēöŭńöǔġöƴöŭļŊĒŢġöŭĚūġöŭŊŭļĻƼŢŊūƛöēƴŊŭƴńġŊƞēŸūūƼŭŊƴǛ͇
ĒġŭġǫƴŊŭļŭŸƴśƼƦƴƴńġēŸūūƼŭŊƴǛĒƼƴƴńġŊƞĒƼĚĚŊŭļƦġŢĻ͡ġĻǫēöēǛöƦöēƴŊǔŊƦƴƦ͒ēŊƴŊǥġŭƦ͌ÀńŊƦūƼƞöŢǕŸƼŢĚĒġöŢŸēöŢūöŭŊĻġƦƴöƴŊŸŭŸĻ
ƴńġƞġöŢŊƴǛƴńöƴŊƴŊƦŸƼƞǛŸƼƴńǕńŸǕŊŢŢēŸŭƴŊŭƼġƴńġġŭĚƼƞŊŭļǕŸƞŞŸĻ͐ĒġŭĚŊŭļƴńġöƞēƴŸǕöƞĚƦśƼƦƴŊēġ͐͌
möƦƴŢǛ͇ŊŭĻƼŢŢƴƞöŭƦƛöƞġŭēǛ͇XöūöūġūĒġƞŸĻƴńġƦńŢöŭĚ²ēńŸŸŢ ŸöƞĚ͇ĒƼƴXǕöŭƴƴŸĒġēŢġöƞƴńöƴƴńŊƦŢġƴƴġƞŸĻƦƼƛƛŸƞƴŊƦŊŭŭŸǕöǛ
öŭŸĻǫēŊöŢ ŸöƞĚġŭĚŸƞƦġūġŭƴ͇ŊƴŊƦŸŭŢǛūǛƛġƞƦŸŭöŢƛġƞƦƛġēƴŊǔġöŭĚĻġġŢŊŭļƦŸŭƴńŊƦŊŭŊƴŊöƴŊǔġ͌
àŊƴńöƛƛƞġēŊöƴŊŸŭĻŸƞǛŸƼƞēŸūūƼŭŊƴǛƦġƞǔŊēġ͇
ßŊēƴŸƞ!ńöŭļ

ƞƴŊƦƴƦͬ§ŸƞƴĻŸŢŊŸ
mġöĚöƞƴŊƦƴ͆XƦöwöƞƴŊŭġǥwŸŸƞġ
R²ĚǔŊƦŊŭļƞƴŊƦƴ͆wöǚwöŢēŸūĒ
!ŸŭƦƼŢƴŊŭļƞƴŊƦƴ͆!ńƞŊƦƴŊġ ŸǛĚ

XƦöwöƞƴŊŭġǥwŸŸƞġ

XƦöwöƞƴŊŭġǥwŸŸƞġ

wöǚwöŢēŸūĒ

!ńƞŊƦƴŊġ ŸǛĚ

ŭƴŊēŊƛöƴġĚwöŊŭƴġŭöŭēġXƦƦƼġƦ
Ɣ ÇßƛƞŸƴġēƴöŭƴƦġöŢöŭƴǕŊŢŢƛƞġǔġŭƴĚöūöļġƴŸƴńġöƞƴ͇ĒŸƴń
ĻƞŸūǔöŭĚöŢŊƦūöŭĚĻƞŸūŭöƴƼƞöŢġŢġūġŭƴƦ͛ƦƼŭŢŊļńƴöŭĚ
Ǖġöƴńġƞ͌͜
Ɣ ÀƞƼƴńƴŸ§ŸǕġƞ!ŢƼĒǕŊŢŢƞġūöŊŭöēƼƦƴŸĚŊöŭŸĻƴńġūƼƞöŢöŭĚ
öĚĚƞġƦƦūöŊŭƴġŭöŭēġŊƦƦƼġƦ͌
Ɣ ƦŭġǕŢġöĚġƞƦŊŭƴńġ X§!ēŸūūƼŭŊƴǛġūġƞļġ͇ƦƴƼĚġŭƴƦūöǛ
ĒġŊŭƴġƞġƦƴġĚŊŭƼƛĚöƴŊŭļƴńġūƼƞöŢƦƼĒśġēƴƦ͌

ƼĚļġƴ

 

ƼĚļġƴĚġƴöŊŢŊŭēŢƼĚġĚŊŭöƛƛŢŊēöƴŊŸŭƛöēŞġƴ

IƼŭĚŊŭļƦŸƼƞēġ

ūŸƼŭƴ

ƦńŢöŭĚ²ēńŸŸŢƦIŸƼŭĚöƴŊŸŭ

̎̆̎

ƦńŢöŭĚƞƴ!ġŭƴġƞĚŸŭöƴŊŸŭ

Κ̈̆̆̆

ÀƞƼƴńƴŸ§ŸǕġƞ!ŢƼĒöēēŸƼŭƴĒöŢöŭēġ

̇̆̋

ÀŸƴöŢ

Κ̈̏̇̉

ƼĚļġƴ

 

ƼĚļġƴĚġƴöŊŢŊŭēŢƼĚġĚŊŭöƛƛŢŊēöƴŊŸŭƛöēŞġƴ
!ŸƦƴƦ

Xƴġū

ÀŸƴöŢ!ŸƦƴ

ƞƼƦńġƦτªŸŢŢġƞƦ

̇̎̇

§ŸƼŭēġūöƴġƞŊöŢƦ

̊̈

§öŊŭƴ

̏̇̊

wŊƦēġŢŢöŭġŸƼƦ

̉̏

!ŸūƛġŭƦöƴŊŸŭĻŸƞŢġöĚöƞƴŊƦƴΒƛöǛƞŸŢŢēŸƦƴƦ

̋̋̆
ÀŸƴöŢƛƞŸśġēƴġĚġǚƛġŭƦġƦ

̇̍̉̇
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ÀńöŭŞǛŸƼĻŸƞńġŢƛŊŭļ
ƼƦēƼŢƴŊǔöƴġöŭƴŊƞöēŊƦū
ŊŭƦńŢöŭĚ͉

PUBLIC ARTS COMMISSION story map --- DRAFT revised descriptions for
nine artworks
by Peter Finkle, May 25, 2021
We Are Here (2013) by Jack Langford.
Inorganic Compound (2009) by Kevin Christman.
Rio Amistad (2005) by Sue Springer with Karen Rycheck.
Nourishing Our Community (2006) by Lonnie Feather
Street Scene (1993) by Marion Young.
Ashland Streetscape and Hills (2012) by Nicole (Nick) Shulters
Las Calles de Guanajuato (2016) by Loreta (Laura Rangel Villasenor)
Water is Life (2017) by Karen Rycheck.
Elevation (2018) by Cheryl Garcia.
We Are Here (2013) by Jack Langford.
Bronze replica
Location: North Main Street, near junction with Lithia Way.
The original wood carving by Russell Beebe (2006) is now at SOU Hannon Library. It is now
part of the SOU art collection.
[246 words]
“We Are Here” is a sculpture that honors the First Nations of the Rogue Valley. In addition
to a sculpture, it has been called a Spirit Pole and a Prayer Pole. Russell Beebe, of
Anishinaabe Native heritage, carved the original wood sculpture from an alder tree that
had been at this location. It was dedicated in September 2006, the 150th anniversary of
Rogue Valley Native Americans' 1856 Trail of Tears, when they were forced to walk more
than 150 miles north to the Siletz Indian Reservation. Takelma elder Grandma Aggie was
Beebe's model for the Takelma woman on the sculpture.
After just a few years, the soft alder wood was deteriorating in the elements, so bronze
sculpture artist Jack Langford was hired to make a bronze replica of the wood prayer pole.
Because of the size and complexity of “We Are Here,” it took 55 small flexible molds to
capture every detail of the wood carving. The 55 flexible molds were transformed into
heat-resistant fused silica molds, which were filled with molten bronze at 2,000 degrees F.
Finally, the 55 bronze pieces had to be fit together seamlessly. The entire process took
Langford nearly a year.
The original wood sculpture was moved indoors to Southern Oregon University Hannon
Library December 2012. Then the bronze replica was installed on North Main Street in May
2013. The sculpture is called "We Are Here" to acknowledge that descendants of Native
people still live in Ashland and the Rogue Valley.
You can read a comprehensive article in three parts about "We Are Here" and the artists
Russell Beebe and Jack Langford at the following three links:
https://walkashland.com/2021/03/19/we-are-here-honors-native-americans-part-1-of3/

https://walkashland.com/2021/04/02/we-are-here-honors-native-americans-bronzereplica-part-2-of-3/
https://walkashland.com/2021/04/15/we-are-here-honors-native-americans-part-3-of3/
Inorganic Compound (2009) by Kevin Christman.
Steel and granite river rock.
Location: Calle Guanajuato staircase from Granite Street to Ashland Creek
[203 words]
Inorganic Compound, by sculptor and stained glass artist Kevin Christman, is made of 1/4 "
thick steel with granite rocks from a local river. The sculpture looks as though the steel
melted or flowed around the rocks. If you are wondering how that is possible, Christman
would be glad. He said, "From a technical standpoint, I wanted people to look at it and
think, 'How did they do that?'"
The sculptor described the steel as "bezeled on to the stone." Bezel is a term used in making
jewelry. These large river rocks are a lot bigger than a ring or a watch! Very briefly, here is
the process. Christman began with a 2" wide strap of steel. He heated it with a torch until it
was red hot, then pounded it to the contour of the stone until it made a full wrap. He added
another 2" band of steel to the side of the first one and repeated the process, welding the
two strips together as he went. Depending on the size of the rock, each one was made with
three or four straps of steel welded together so seamlessly that no welding is visible. Like
nearby Ashland Creek, it just flows.
You can read a comprehensive article about Inorganic Compound and the artist Kevin
Christman at the following link: https://walkashland.com/2020/10/25/inorganiccompound-art-on-the-calle-guanajuato-stairway/
Rio Amistad (2005) by Sue Springer with Karen Rycheck.
Ceramic mosaic tile.
Location: On Granite Street at top of Calle Guanajuato staircase from Granite Street to
Ashland Creek.
[163 words]
Rio Amistad, or River of Friendship, is a large mosaic tile artwork that honors Ashland's
sister city relationship with Guanajuato, Mexico. Located on Granite Street at the top of the
Calle Guanajuato stairway, it was designed by mosaic artists Sue Springer and Karen
Rycheck. Dedicated in 2005, Rio Amistad was the first public artwork installed after the
creation of the Public Arts Commission.
The design represents a ceramic mosaic river, filled with animals that inhabit the Ashland
Creek area and the Rio Guanajuato (Guanajuato River) area. A two-fold concept is
embodied in this artwork: our relationship with nature and our relationship with our sister
city Guanajuato. The flowing blue lines of the river are dominated by herons, steelhead, a
turtle and stylized pre-Columbian frogs. In addition, look closely and you will see hundreds
of small tiles with unique motifs imprinted on them. Artist Sue Springer said that her goal
was to engage people, so "we put all sorts of little surprises in it."

You can read a comprehensive article about Rio Amistad and the artist Sue Springer at the
following link: https://walkashland.com/2020/12/05/rio-amistad-mosaic-honors-oursister-city/
Nourishing Our Community (2006) by Lonnie Feather
Stone, glass and bronze
Location: Corner of Lithia Way and Pioneer Street
[161 words]
The basalt stone columns represent the strength of family and commitment to community.
This sculpture is about people, the people who make a difference in our lives. Artist Lonnie
Feather tried to capture the essence of community with the words and images etched in or
attached to the basalt columns: Hope, Support, Cherish, Nurture, Encourage, Community.
This sculpture honors the memory of James McGee, Everett McGee and Dick Neill, all active
Ashland leaders during the 20th century. All three owned grocery stores, literally
nourishing the Ashland community. They also participated in local fraternal groups. Two
served on the Ashland City Council and one was a long-time Ashland mayor.
The artist sees community as a series of concentric circles, starting with one's family. Then
is neighborhood, city and on up to our shared planet. The sculpture prompts us to reflect:
How do we support each other? How do we nurture the environment that we share? How
do we cherish what we have?
You can read a comprehensive article about Nourishing Our Community at the following
link:
https://walkashland.com/2021/05/21/nourishing-our-community-public-art-in-stoneon-lithia-way/
Street Scene (1993) by Marion Young.
Bronze
Location: On East Main Street, near Pioneer Street.
[256 words]
This engaging 14-foot-high bronze sculpture is filled with vibrant, life-like people. Most of
the people who modeled for Street Scene were actors or staff at Oregon Shakespeare
Festival (OSF). For four years, sculptor Marion Young's studio was located within the Old
Scene Shop at OSF. She worked with live models in order to capture as much depth and
emotion as possible.
Bill and Shirley Patton are the dancing couple at the top of Street Scene. Bill worked at OSF
from 1948 to 1995, including 42 years as General Manager and then Executive Director.
During his tenure, OSF grew from 29 performances annually with an audience of 15,000 to
752 performances and 359,000 in attendance the year he retired. His wife Shirley Patton
was an actor for 75 years, 30 years of that time in the OSF company.

Rex Rabold, who modeled for Young wearing the crown of Shakespeare's character Richard
II, was a beloved OSF actor. This is how Young summed up her deep inner experience of
working with Rabold as he modeled for her: “I take a person into myself whole when I
work – that is my own strongest intuitional channel. I was always so profoundly impressed
to see how multi-leveled Rex was, how true and powerful and simultaneous each layer of
his being was. … I simply have never known a human being who was so deeply honest.”
Others who modeled for Young as she sculpted Street Scene include local Native American
healer BlackStar, two local school children, two community members, and seven other OSF
actors.
You can read a comprehensive article about Street Scene, including information about each
person who modeled for the sculpture and stories of artist Marion Young, at the following
link: https://walkashland.com/2020/05/26/street-scene-sculpture-who-are-thesepeople/
Ashland Streetscape and Hills (2012) by Nicole (Nick) Shulters
Exterior paint
Location: Enders Alley, by Second Street
[155 words]
This mural was created as a 2012 senior year project by Ashland High School student Nick
Shulters. She originally created a bright, abstract city skyline for her proposal to the
Ashland Public Arts Commission. The commissioners asked her to revise her design to
reflect an Ashland, small town look.
She talked with local, nationally known mural painter Robert Beckmann who suggested she
incorporate the hills near Ashland into her design. She acted on his suggestion, got
approval from the Public Arts Commission, and painted this mural the week after her high
school graduation. If you stand by the mural on Second Street and look north across the
valley, you will see the same outline of hills as on the mural next to you.
Standing by the mural, you will also notice it has a three-dimensional section. This is due to
Shulters incorporating the fan exhaust unit from the cobbler (shoe repair) shop into her
streetscape.
You can read a comprehensive article about Ashland Streetscape and Hills at the following
link:
https://walkashland.com/2021/05/14/ashland-streetscape-and-hills-senior-projectpublic-art/
Las Calles de Guanajuato (2016) by Loreta (Laura Rangel Villasenor)
Exterior paint
Location: Calle Guanajuato wall near Winburn Way.
[263 words]
This mural was inspired by Barry and Kathryn Thalden's 2015 visit to Guanajuato, Mexico,
which has been Ashland's sister city since 1969. The mural artist Loreta is a local

Guanajuato painter. She painted this beautiful mural in five weeks with the assistance of
Ashland artist Denise Baxter, who coordinated the project, and five assistant painters. It is a
stylized painting of the colorful buildings of her home city.
Because of the large size of the mural – 24 feet high by 53 feet long – the painters used a
grid pattern to transfer Loreta's small illustration to the side of the building. Using
waterproof chalk, the painters created a series of large square grid lines on the wall. These
corresponded with the same small squares on the illustration. For example, 1 inch on the
illustration might be equal to 1 foot on the wall. Using these grids, they then painted the
lines and colors on the wall that matched the same lines and colors on the corresponding
grid square of the illustration.
This bright mural led to the creation of an Ashland mural in Guanajuato, which was also
paid for by the Thaldens. Called "Where Culture Meets Nature" and featuring scenes of
Ashland, the mural in Guanajuato was painted by Denise Baxter, who fittingly was assisted
by Loreta and University of Guanajuato student painters.
Kathryn Thalden described the two murals, both painted on walls: "This is a different kind
of wall between the U.S. and Mexico. These are not walls that separate, but walls that bring
people and countries together in peace, love, and respect."
You can read a comprehensive article about Las Calles de Guanajuato and the artist Loreta
at the following link:
Water is Life (2017) by Karen Rycheck.
Ceramic mosaic tile sculpture
Location: One of three sculptures on or near the Bandersnatch Trail.
[232 words]
Water is Life is one of three sculptures placed on or near the Bandersnatch Trail in order to
bring attention to the importance of the Ashland Creek watershed, where we source our
drinking water. Rycheck described her goal in making this artwork: “In this sculpture, I was
trying to make people aware of all the life that is supported by the Ashland watershed; how
important it is to keep it clean, not just for our use but also for the wildlife in the area.”
The artwork has been called a mosaic cairn, because it contains four rock-like levels of
mosaic tile plants and animals. The bottom level shows the Ashland watershed’s greater
ecosystem, a forested mountainous area. The second level honors small, ground-dwelling
creatures in the watershed, with images of a native salamander and a rough-skinned newt.
With the two animals are images of local plants and even pebbles Rycheck picked up in
nearby Ashland Creek.
The third level contains a variety of blue-themed shapes, colors and sizes of tiles to
represent the flowing stream in which stylized steelhead or salmon are swimming. The top
level contains sky and birds. On one side, the Bald eagle is soaring above a green forest in a
blue, cloud-filled sky. On the other side is a Spotted towhee, a favorite bird of the artist’s
that is common in the Rogue Valley and the Ashland watershed.

You can read a comprehensive article about Water is Life and the artist Karen Rycheck at
the following link: https://walkashland.com/2020/10/11/water-is-life-mosaic-art-on-thebandersnatch-trail/
Elevation (2018) by Cheryl Garcia.
Corten steel and stainless steel.
Location: One of three sculptures on or near the Bandersnatch Trail.
[192 words]
Elevation is one of three sculptures placed on or near the Bandersnatch Trail in order to
bring attention to the importance of the Ashland Creek watershed, where we source our
drinking water. Cheryl Garcia's design features three large birds, to represent the
“elevation” you experience as you walk up Bandersnatch trail, as well as hope for elevation
in your spirits through art and nature.
Elevation is made with two types of steel. The birds are cut out of stainless steel, then
painted with industrial blue paint. The background piece is Corten steel, which is a quickrusting steel. Part of the artist's skill is to determine how much the Corten steel should rust,
and then to stop the process at just the right time. In order to get the pattern she wanted,
Garcia traced a complex design on the Corten steel and then made precise cuts with a
plasma cutting tool.
You may have seen Cheryl Garcia's metal artwork at other locations in the Rogue Valley: at
Walker School in Ashland, at the main entrance to Britt Music Festival, in a vineyard just
outside Jacksonville or at Cantrall-Buckley County Park in the Applegate Valley.
You can read a comprehensive article about Elevation and the artist Cheryl Garcia at the
following link: https://walkashland.com/2020/08/28/elevation-art-on-ashlandsbandersnatch-trail/

